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Campus
crime
rates
hit Web

Carving up a scare...

I lelena D. Hong
Duly
Wsiiiit
The federal government is putting
campus crime statistics for 6,700
national colleges and universities on
the Internet.
San Jose State University is one of
the schools listed on the Web site
www.ope.ed.govisecurity,
Federal law has required campuses
to keep track of crimes for the past 10
years.
The law stipulates schools must disclose violent crimes, burglaries and
auto thefts on campus and arrests for
liquor, drugs and weapons violations.
The law was amended in 1998 to
require that the reports be available
on the Internet.
Sophomore Joel Ordillo, a civil engineering major, said he thinks crime
statistics should be published on a Web
site and that it could help students
decide which college to attend.
"Anything that benefits the students
should be accessible," Ordillo said.
Sgt. John Laws of the University
Police Department said students
should be more attentive about crime
statistics.
"Students choose schools for various
reasons," Laws said. "They should be
aware of safety as an issue when doing
so."
The Web site allows users to call up
reports on colleges one at a time.
Before the site came into being, students had to contact schools individually to find out the crime statistics.
Senior Miyoko ICawabe, a psychology major, came from Japan, studied in
New York and eventually came to
SJSU.
"I feel safer in San Jose, more than
New York," Kawabe said.
Being able to concentrate on studies
is a priority for her, and the likeliness
of a school being dangerous could be a
deterrent from applying, Kawabe said.
The Web site is the product of a law
passed after the 1986 murder of 19year-old Jeanne Clery, a student at
see CRIME, Page6
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People selling magazine subscript ions door to door, claiming to be affiliated with San Jose State University’s band, are not telling the truth.
Residents near SJSU told police
that people were soliciting money for
the band’s trip to France, according to
Sylvia Hutchinson, interim director
for communications and public
affairs.
Hutchinson said the University
Police Department notified the school
of music and dance.
Edward Harris, director of the
school of music and dance, said he has
received four calls per day for the past
three days from concerned residents.
"We’ve had probably over a dozen
phone calls verifying if this was legitimate." Harris said.
Harris said the people claimed to
be selling magazines to help raise
money fin- the San Jose State band,
but the people did not specify which
band they were representing.
"Someone came up with an idea to
make quick cash.- Harris said.
See

BAND. Page6

Cynical
humorist
brings act
to SJSU
By Beau Dowling
\1<11114

Be. wiling author David Sedaris.
las been described by some as
hut
d sardonic.
dar
Se aris, also a National Public
Radio humorist, is scheduled for a
reading at 7:30 p.m. today in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Lavonne Simpson, the event coordinator for the College of Humanities
and the Arts, said the event is sponsored by the Center for Literary Arts.
"We raise the money ourselves by
applying for grants, and we receive
donations from the arts council of Silicon Valley," Simpson said. "We’ve
brought Arthur Miller, Wendy Wasserstein, George Plimpton, Jane Smiley
and ()liver Stone."
Beth Anstadig, the director of the
Center of Literary Arts, said Sedaris
definitely has a dry and cynical sense
of humor.
"Anyone is at risk of being one of his
subjects," Anstadig said. "He can
speak in different accents and voices
and uses family events in his commentaries."
Sedaris has done strange-but-true
commentaries for NPR’s Morning Edition.
One is titled "The Santaland
Diaries.
In the commentary, a mother urges
Sedaris, who is dressed as a Macy’s elf,
to inform her bratty kid that all he’s
getting for Christmas is coal.
Sedaris tells the boy that Santa no
longer traffics in coal.
Instead, "If you’re bad, he comes to
your house and steals things."
Mona Onstead, president of board
of directors for the Center for Literary
Arts, said Sedaris is often seen on
PBS.

see SEDARIS,
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Kappa sigma member Rig Partida and Dwaun, a
child from the women’s shelter Inn Vision. carved a
pumpkin Thursday at the Kappa Sigma fraternity house.

Last year the fraternity donated 3,000 pounds of canned
food to the community.

Dating, sexual woes
portrayed in play
By kat(’ Kositch
[-Nit,

,i %vim! it
Those looking for an alternative
to the usual dinner-and -a -movie
nights, look no further.
The play, "I Love You, You’re Perfect, Now Change," officially opened
last Wednesday at the Theatre on
San Pedro Square and is a fitting
theatrical production for anything
from a girls night out to a date.
Because the play is a timelined
journey through the trials and
tribulations of relationships, people
of any age can appreciate and relate
to the sketches and musical numbers that are part of the whole performance.
Each sketch resembles an indi-

vidual sitcom compacted into five
minutes - whether it’s making light
of the difficulty of dating or touching the audience with the reality of
living life after a spouse is gone.
The first act focuses on relationships prior to marriage.
There are musical numbers ranging from the plight of a "Single Man
Drought" to the elation experienced
when "He Called Me."
While two very unsure newlyweds end the first act, the second
act starts with the bridesmaid who
is certain that she has far too many
unbecoming dresses in her closet.
The cast takes the audience
through the joys of life after
See

PLAY, Page4
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Letters
A.S. election debate
informed students
about current issues
Thank you for providing excellent coverage of
the Associated Students election debate last
Wednesday.
As a result of that coverage, as well as the heroic
efforts of Sam Casas, director of legislative affairs
for Associated Students that made the debate possible, I believe many students are more informed
about Proposition 38, the school voucher initiative,
and Measure A, the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority transit measure.
I was absolutely delighted that Sam allowed the
Urban Planning Coalition to co-sponsor the debate
on the transit measure.
As the Daily indicated, he had been working on
the event for more than a month, but was happy to
add this topic with only two weeks notice. The students of San Jose State University should feel
assured that Sam is truly working for them, attempting to give them as much information on ballot measures. so they can cast their votes intelligently.
I wasn’t disappointed by the low turnout for the
Measure A debate. Rather, I was pleased by the
excellent performances of debaters Anthony Drummond !Yes on A( and Andy Chow (No on A), who are
both undergraduates minoring in urban and regional planning and members of the Urban Planning
Coalition.
If students are interested in how planned transportation projects. regardless of the outcome on election day. will affect their commutes and other trips.
I encourage them to contact the Urban Planning
Coalition by leaving a note at mailbox No. 3 in the
Student Lifi.) Center.

Day of the Dead: a perfect time to grieve
s a 14-year-old, it didn’t seem
strange to scour downtown
San Jose in search of candy
sugar skulls.
Nothing about decorating skeletons or baking bread of the dead or
preparing altars in memory of loved
ones struck me as odd.
Although I never truly believed
that the altars beckoned spirits to
return to Earth on the first and second of November, I always enjoyed
celebrating El Dia de los Muertos.
The Day of the Dead has been
called silly, bizarre and even pagan
by some.
The cheerful colors and brightly
decorated skeletons may give a false
impression of irreverence toward
death, but, in actuality, the day represents an acceptance of the
inevitable.
We all know that we’re going to
die someday. Even more disturbing
of a thought, we know the ones we
love are going to die as well, and we
are going to have to live without
them.
The tradition of El Dia de los

joy - bookstore shelves are stocked judgments, and has no understandwith self-help material focused on ing of degree," poet Rusty Berkus
finding bliss, and there’s even a per- wrote.
The Day of the Dead is the perfect
fume named "Happy" - so a detour
into the world of anguish may cause time to honor all the losses in our
lives.
a plunge in the stock market.
Even if no one we know personalBut why not give the gift of grief
ly has died, it doesn’t mean we don’t
its proper value?
It is because we have experienced have reason to lament.
Everything from the loss of love
pain that we can appreciate life’s
to losing a favorite sweater needs to
pleasures.
Melody Beattie, the author of be mourned accordingly.
Grief shouldn’t haunt the living,
"The Lessons of Love," wrote that
"life isn’t just mysterious and unpre- but it shouldn’t be ignored either.
Christina Lucarotti
Sorrow isn’t supposed to suffocate
dictable, it can be unbearably cruel
and breathtakingly wondrous, some- and paralyze. We shouldn’t be afraid
of it.
times at the same time."
It is meant to help us come to
The Day of the Dead addresses
Muertos is based on a belief that life this duality in our human existence grips with what we have lost and
is a dream and it is only in dying and offers a way for life’s grief to be what we have learned.
Make it tangible.
embraced.
that one is truly awake.
Create a small space to remember
Too often our reasons for sadness
I, however, would not suggest limiting the celebration of the day to are labeled "unimportant" and all that has died. Decorate ilith
et
remembering only people who have buried beneath the madness of liv- pictures and flowers and don’t
the candy sugar skulls.
died. I recommend setting these ing.
"The quiet ’little deaths’ of everydays aside to celebrate all of life’s
Christina Lucarotti is the Spartan
day existence are mourned as much
sorrows.
Daily Executive Editor
I realize the American economy is as those of resounding magnitude,
"Confession" appears Tuesdays.
virtually driven by the peddling of for grief makes no comparisons nor

Political apathy can
be traced to media
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Irvin Dawid
president, Urban Planning Coalition
graduate student

Quote for the Daily..
"It takes less time
to do a thing right than it does
to explain why you did it wrong."
Fienr Wadworth Longfellow
Gay Lesbian Bisexual
Traneigender Alliance
Movie night - "But I’m a cheerleader," 5 p.m. in the Student Union,
Costanoan room. For more information. call Shanna at 938-0803.

Spartaciuide
Today
Happy Halloween

students and faculty. For more information. call Sherry at 206-7599.

Joanna Dilley at 1650) 799-3208 or
e-mail JoDilleyttaol.com.

Soeiety for Advancement of
Management
A club for all major, interested
in managenient experiences. Member, are eligible for a free trip to
Lo. Veg.. Join today Contact us at
saimitsufey atom corn

Spartan Rugby
Rugby practice, 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
at South Campus t 10th and Alma
streetsi. All are welcome to play. No
try outs For more information. call
Dustin Winn at 295-8962.

The War Zone
l’nderground hip -hop on SJSU’s
radio waves with Os and DJ Formula One, 10 p.m to 2 a.m. on 90.5
FM KSJS. For more information.
call 924-KSJS.

Library Donations & Book Sautes
Ongoing book sale. 10 a in to 4
in Clark Library, 4th floor, Room 40s
For more information. call the acquisitions department at 924-2705

SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning and intermediate chacha lessons followed by open dancing. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m at the Spartan
Complex, Room 89. For more information. call 924 -SPIN.

Who’it Who Among Students in
American Universities & Colleges
NO, ....pi mg nominations for
outstanding
intents to lie selected
20ouii I Who’s who Among Stu
dents an American I’mversities and
Colleges Fora. are available in the
Student Life Center Deadline in
Friday Noy 17 For more information. , all Cori Miller at 924-5950.
School of Art & Design
Stioliiit galleries art exhibitiono.
10 a in to -1 p in in the Art and
Industrial SCII.I14.1. buildings Gallery
2 Julia Fritz
3 Stephen
Faustina Gallery r, Laura Kwon.
Gallery
Kristin,. Warms and the
Herbert Sanders clallcry Joan Margolies.Kiernan For more informa
tom call John or Nicole at 924-4330.
Catholic. Campus Ministry
D.111% Mass. 12 10 p.m to 12.35
11111 At the Campus Ministry
Chapel. :100 S 1001 St.
Bibb. Trek 2001. 6.30 p.m. to
7 30 p in at the Campus Ministry
Social Hall For more information.
call Fatlier Charlie
93M1610
Nut rit
anti Food Science
Depart ment
pout ion testing. noon to
IF...I.
2 in in the Central Classroom
building. Raoul 221. CORI
$5 for

Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support groupimentoring. 2 p nt
in the Student Union. Ialontalvo
room For more information. call
Diane Stegmeir at 279-6385.
Counseling Services
Workshop "Stress & Money
Management," 4 p m to 5 p.m. at
the Administration building. Room
201 For more information. call
Kent McLaughlin at 924-5910
Career Center
The mecond interview workshop,
12.30 p.m. in the Engineering
building. Room 189. For more infor
mation. call the Career Resource
Center at 924-6034.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art receptions,
all galleries. 6 p.m. to p.m. in the
Art and Industrial Science buildings. For more information. call
John or Nicole at 924-4:130
SJSU Sailing Club
Practice. 2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m at
Lake Cunningham. near Raging
Waters. No experience necessary,
co-ed. For more information. call

90.5 FM KSJS Ground Zero Radio
Help needy children by supporting UNICEF. Bring your spare
change to the KSJS Trick or Treat
table, 11 a.m to 4 p.m in the Student Union. For more information,
call the public affairs department
at 924-4561.

Wednesday
All Saints’ Day - Catholic
Campus Ministry
Special All Saints’ Day Mass,
12:10 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Chapel, 300 S.
10th St.. and 7:30 p.m. in the Social
Hall. For more information, call Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
Library Donations & Book Sales
Ongoing book sale, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in Clark Library, 4th floor, Room 408.
For more information, call the acquisi
hone department at 924-2705.
Adapted Physical Activity Club
Club meeting - conference high
lights. 1 p.m. in the Spartan Complex, Room 90A. Everyone welcome.
For more information, call Nancy
Magginson at 924-3014.

SPARTAN DAILY

American Indian Science &
F:ngineering Society & Adapted
Physical Activity Club
Fifth Annual Red Earth Days.
6:30 p.m. in the Student Union,
Umunhum room. For more information. call Ramin Naderi at 725-1553.
REACH Program (Re-entry And
Commuter Help Program)
Brown bag lunch -- Lae. School
and Resume with Lana NIelkonian
from the Career Center. noon to
1:30 p.m. in the Student Union.
Pacheco room. For more information. call Jane Boyd at 924-5950.
Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Body composition testing, 9:30
p.m. to 11:30 p.m. in the Central
Classroom building. Room 221. Cost
is $5 for students and faculty. For
more information, call Sherry at
206-7599.
MEChA (Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de /Whin)
Weekly meeting, 3:30 p.m. at the
Chicano Resource Center, Module
A. For more information. call Adriana Garcia at 815-854:3.
Students for Justice
Weekly meeting. 5 p m. at the
Student Union, Meeting Lounge.
For more information. call Vanessa
Nisperos at 504.9554.
Sparta Guide to provided free of charge to
students. faculty and staff members The dead
Itne for @nines is noon. three working days
before the dimmed publication date Entry forms
are available in the Spartan Daily Oflice Space
restrictions mat require editing 01 submissions
Entries arr printed in the iiriler in Ouch they
are received
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apathy of student interThe
est in American politics is
probably at an all-time
high because it is election time.
Bush, Gore, Nader, they’re all
the same, right?
Wrong.
The sad fact is many students
just don’t care who the president
is.
The only thing that seems to
get any response from students
is when a medical marijuana bill
comes up for vote.
Then, Joe Stoner gets off his
lazy ass and actually makes it
to the polls right after flaming
up the herb.
This is pathetic.
But it begs the real question
of who do we, as a society, point
the finger at to blame for why the
younger generation of men and
women, age 18-25 years old,
doesn’t have the drive to vote.
Well, we can blame dirty
politicians.
Yeah, that’s easy.
They don’t speak to us on our
level and they don’t talk about
the issues we care about.
Eventually, we will care about
the issues they endlessly discuss.
And, whether we like it or not,
they will affect us at some point
in our life.
Just what exactly are the
issues students should be concerned about?
Lower gas prices?
Nobody likes the ever-increasing price of oil that forces gas
stations to raise their prices.
Future health care benefits?
Just pray you don’t get sick
when mommy’s health insurance
doesn’t cover you anymore.
Military spending?
Nothing good ever comes out
of a war.
Do we want to risk our lives
for intangible ideas like democracy and freedom?
These issues do matter for the
future of our country.
It behooves younger generations of Americans to care about
them, form an opinion about
them and vote on them, no matter what anyone else thinks.
Of course, there are a lot of
issues being debated in Washington.
Perhaps the real blame for the
e-generation’s apathy about politica should be placed on media
coverage.
Even the name "Monica
Lewinsky" can induce chilling
thoughts.
The media beat that issue to
death, to the point when America
was tired of hearing about it.
We didn’t care about the cigar,
we just wanted the damned

Beau Dowling
DAILY STAFF WItITIlt

thing to end.
It’s the same story with politicians.
America is constantly bombarded
with
mud-slinging
matches between politicians.
It turns into a childish game
of name-calling.
Nana nana na na.
"It’s fuzzy math."
Neener neener neener.
"Are you proud of the number
of convicts you’ve executed?"
Former Los Angeles Times
publisher Otis Chandler, spoke
at a meeting at Stanford on Oct.
22.
He said media coverage has
changed since the Kennedy era
when journalists gave politicians
the benefit of the doubt and left
their private lives alone.
John Glenn. the oldest man in
space and a former Democratic
candidate, said most people didn’t care about Bill Clinton’s
escapades, as long as he was
doing a good job in office.
However, former Stanford
Provost Condoleezza Rice said
that Clinton’s integrity was an
important factor.
Her point was the public must
be able to trust the Paint
when he makes importa
cisions, such as why he
ers
troops into combat.
The media changed the perception of Clinton to the extent
that the public was desensitized
to the allegations.
Aznerican youths didn’t care
about Clinton’s affair, and they
don’t care about the upcoming
presidential race.
Aznerican youths may not be
the ones to blame.
The media report pseudo
issues ad nauseam and politicians cloud real issues with backstabbing rhetoric.
It’s enough to turn anyone off
to politics.
Maybe the e-generation has
had enough.
Beau Dowling is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer

()pinion page policies
Readers are encouraged lo evress thernsebes on ihe opinion page uith a letthe editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of %too that ha.
appeared Ill the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be edited Mr
darn). grammar. libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions rna he put in the Letters to the Editor hox at the Spartan Daily
Office in Ov..ight Rentel !tall Room 209. sent 1% fax to (408) 924-3237. e-mail at
SDAILYajmcstswedu or mailed to the Spartan Dail) opinion liditor. School of
Journalism and Mass Communications. San Jose State I Iniversity. One Washington
Square. San Jose. CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by. and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
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SJSU to face big test at No. 1 Hawai’
By Tiffani Analla
DAILY STAFF WRITER
David will be taking on
Goliath this week when the
Spartan women’s volleyball
team (17-5) face the University
of Hawai’i (20-0).
Hawai’i is ranked No. 1 by
Volleyball Magazine, and is
ranked No. 2 by USA Today.
This is the first time Hawai’i
has been No. 1 in the nation
since 1996.
Although SJSU (17-5) has
lost 15 consecutive matches to
the Wahine, the team remains
optimistic
about its
chance to
steal a victoOlVe’re
playing for a
piece of first
place," head
coach Craig
Choate
Kahumoku
said. "Anyone can be
beaten on any given night."
SJSU has yet to lose a Western Athletic Conference game
on the road this season. The
Spartans will be put to the test
at 7 p.m. Nov 2 at the Stan

Sheriff Center in Hawai’i.
SJSU is No. 2 in the conference in hitting percentage
(.241) and kills per game
(16.51) behind Hawai’i. The
only team statistical category
the Spartans have an advantage in is service aces. They are
above the Wahine at the No. 1
spot with 1.79 aces per game.
The Spartans last victory
against the Wahine was in a
five game
match in
1993.
Sophomore outside
hitter Lily
Kahumoku,
who leads
the Wahine
in kills, has
been sideTroxell
lined in the
last two
matches because of a bruised
right wrist. She is expected to
be back for the game against
the Spartans. Kahumoku is
second in the WAC in kills
behind SJSU’s Joslynn Gallop.
She averages 4.71 kills per
game.
SJSU (8-1) is in sole possession of second place in the conference. The Spartans continue
their assault on the conference

winning seven consecutive
matches and
eight of nine
conference
contests.
The Spartans most
recent victory and
eighth three
game sweep
of this seaHaldi
son, occurred
Saturday night against conference rivals, Fresno State University who fell to 5-4 in the
conference and to 12-11 overall
this season.
Choate said his team continues to improve, and that compared to last year’s 25-6 squad,
they are more physically talented.
"The match against Fresno
was the best match of the season," Choate said.
SJSU is schedule to take on
another conference foe, the
University of Nevada at 7 p.m.
on Nov. 4 at Old Gymnasium in
Nevada.
In September, the Wolf Pack
lost to the Spartans 3-2. But,
Nevada (8-3) will not be an
automatic victory for SJSU. The
Wolf Pack, who are third place
in the WAC, are the only team

to take a game from Hawai’i
this season.

TilAtches

Unsung heroes
Some key contributors to the
Spartans, who may be overlooked, are three outside hitters, Christine Lukens, Jeanine Haldi and Gina Troxell.
Lukens, a sophomore, has
played in 70 games this season
and is seventh in the
conference
in service
aces averaging 0.36 per
game.
Lukens is
first on the
team with a
total of 25
service aces Lukens
this year.
"Lukens is serving people off
the court," Choate said. "In the
last three matches, she has 11
serving aces."
Lukens is also third on the
team in digs averaging 2.70 per
game with a total of 226 digs
for the season.
Haldi, also a sophomore, and
third year player Troxell, are
important contributors off the
bench. Haldi averages 2.02 digs

9

per game, while Troxell averages 1.53 digs per game.
Haldi has played in 49
games this year and Troxell has
seen action in 68 games.

WAC player of the week
Senior
middle
blocker
Joslynn Gallop was named
WAC volleyball player of the
week for the third time this
season and the eighth time in
her career.
Saturday night against the
Bulldogs, Gallop broke the alltime WAC kill record of 1804
set by former Fresno State
player, Tricia Tuley.
Gallop recorded 18 kills that
night to give her 1,806 career

tipartan
’ Volleyball
}Notebook

kills.
Gallop
also had 10
digs, five
blocks and
one service
ace in the
match.
She is also
on pace to
break the
single-season Gallop
kills per
game record of 5.6 that she set
last season.
She currently leads the WAC
in kills per game with 5.80 and
has a total of 470 kills this season.

Two touchdown returns help Titans defeat ’Skins
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) Had
Samari Rolle returned the interception 80 yards, it wouldn’t have
meant a thing.
Instead, Rolle stumbled his
weary body across the goal line
for that final yard on the last play
of the first half, and the Tennessee Titans were well on their
way to their seventh consecutive
victory.
Rolle’s sccre was one of two
touchdown on returns for the
Titans as they beat Washington
the
27-21 Monday night, ending
.

Redskins’ five-game winning
streak.
Derrick Mason returned a
punt 69 yards, and former Washington tight end Frank Wycheck
caught an 18-yard TD pass as the
Titans (7-1) maintained a twogame lead over Pittsburgh in the
AFC Central. The loss knocked
the Redskins (6-3) out of first
place in the NFC East, one-half
game behind the New York
Giants.
Rolle stepped in front of Irving
Fryar and caught the ball at the

19. Then, knowing that he had to
run it all the way back because
time had expired, Rolle went from
sideline to sideline, reading his
blocks all the way to the end zone.
The Titans used Eddie George
on seven consecutive plays to set
up their only offensive touchdown, scored by Wycheck in the
fourth quarter. Showing no obvious effects from the injury,
George carried 22 times for 71
yards.
The most dynamic third-down
play came when Brad Johnson,

hardly the most mobile of quarterbacks, escaped a sack by spinning away from Jevon Kearse and
scrambling 13 yards before taking a stiff hit from Denard Walker. Johnson hit fullback Mike
Sellers two plays later with a 5yard pass to make it 7-0.
The Titans responded with a
more chaotic, 11-play drive that
included three scrambles by
quarterback Steve McNair. Al Del
Greco capped it with a 46-yard
field goal that barely cleared the
crossbar.

Less than two minutes later, a
flying block by Keith Bulluck
sprang Mason for a 69-yard punt
return to put the Titans ahead
10-7. Mason darted left and juked
punter Tommy Barnhardt for his
second career punt return touchdown.
Rolle’s touchdown then made
it 20-7 at the half The Redskins
closed to 20-14 late in the third
quarter with a 13-play, 66-yard
drive, relying heavily on Stephen
Davis. Davis’ seventh touch of the
drive was a 1 -yard TD run.

But the Titans scored the
insurance touchdown as George’s
runs and a roughing the passer
penalty on Kenard Lang led to
Wycheck’s score.
The Redskins came back one
more time, passing on 10 of 11
plays to go 71 yards. Larry Centers caught a 3-yard touchdown
pass with 6:42 to go to make it 2721.
But Rolle’s second interception
ended the Redskins’ last real
chance.

TEACH A CHILD
CHANGE THE WORLb
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Stanford Teacher Education Program (STEP)
is now recruiting’
STEP is a cutting -edge twelve month program leading to a Master of Arts in
Education and a California Professional Clear Single Subject Teaching
Credential with CLAD Emphasis

.6)
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Cool Tools for School
Save up to $149 Instantly!

Power Mac G4 Cube

patead’es
We invite

So much technology. So little space.
With unprecedented style, the Power Mac G4 Cube gives you G4 performance so you can play
graphics-intensive games or crunch numbers without overwhelming your desktop. Includes
Apple’s new keyboard, mouse, speakers, and a 17-inch (16-inch viewable) Apple Studio Display
or 15-inch Apple Flat Panel Display.

you to attend the following Information Night:

Student Special
Monday, November 6
7:00 - 8:30 PM
Educational
for
Center
Research at Stanford (CERAS) building, Room 304

Come hear from faculty, current and former students and program staff
about what STEP can offer youl Refreshments will be served

For driving directions, please visit:
http.//www.stanford.edu/home/visitors/directions.html
or call (650) 723-2109 CERAS is on the corner of Nathan Abbott Way and
Alvarado Row (next to the Law School).

For program Information, please visit. http.//www stanford edu/dept/SUSE/
or call (650) 723-4891

450-Mlu Power Mac G4 Cube and 17-inch Apple Studio Display
450-Mhz Power Mac G4 Cube and 15-inch Apple Flat Panel Display

$1999
$2499

Each system includes Apple Pro Keyboard, Apple Pro Mouse, and Harman Kardon speakers.

Visit Spartan Bookstore at www.spartanshops.com,

call 408-924-1808, 408-924-1809 or
visit Spartan Bookstore by December 31, 2000.
Apple
Thu offer is good while supplies last Apple reserves the nght le substitute premiums of equal or greater value
is not valid in
reserves the nghl to change the Temis and Conditions of the promotion at any time without nonce This offer
conjunction with any other Apple offer or promotion
hademarks of
IC 2000 Apple Computer Inc All nghts reserved Apple, the Apple logo, FireWire. Mac, and PowerElook are
Mac, and
Apple Computer, Inc , registered in the U S and otha countries AirPort, Apple Store. iflook, Mac, Power
herein may be
"Think different" are trademarks of Apple Computer, lInt. Other product and company MIMS mwntioned
trademarks of thetr respective companies

SpartanBookstore
A DIvision oi So4r1,n Shop%
S a n lose State Un rersity
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SPARTAN DAILY HALLOWEEN GHOST HUNT
dropped off everyone’s backpacks
in someone’s car in Fourth Street
DAILY STAFF EDITOR
garage.
Spartan Daily staffers spend
Marcus, who is apparently still
late hours in an old building five living on island time, decided his
can
days a week. This inevitably
backpack would be safer tucked
lead to only one thing, and it’s behind a huge pepper tree next to
not what you’re thinking. Yoshihiro Uchida Hall.
We were soon joined by the
Rather, we tell ghost stories.
One evening, we discovered rest of the staff, and before long,
that we had a whole collection of the courier showed up.
scary tales of poltergeists
A quick inventory revealed a
haunting buildings all over San pager, cellular phone, $6, a tape
Jose State University’s campus. recorder, a pocket knife and a
We decided to check it out last flashlight.
Wednesday after we finished
We sat on some chilly concrete
production for Thursday’s paper. and thought perhaps it would be
For the first time in about a a fun experiment to find out how
month, we were on schedule. long it would take for our butt
The courier, who picks up the cheeks to go numb.
hard copy of the newspaper five
At 11:20 p.m., Monica came
nights a week, was not there jogging up.
yet.
The men returned from an
Mike, Marcus and myself excursion to Jack in the Box at
stood on the sidewalk along 11:23 p.m. and reported that they
Fourth Street to wait for the had witnessed no unusual activicourier while Christina, Trisha, ty.
Michelle and Michelle’s boyfriend
Thus began our adventure.

By Erin Mayes

We thought the Scheller
House would be an appropriate
place to start, seeing as how it’s
just plain creepy.
were
Unfortunately,
we
reduced to standing behind the
chain-linked fence and staring at
the building from afar.
Continuing on our journey, we
noticed that Marcus was missing
at 11:31 p.m., but thought nothing of it, considering that he is a
12-year-old at heart and prone to
wandering.
We noticed that the lights
were on in Morris Dailey Auditorium, and a door was propped
open.
Venturing inside, we heard
strange noises echoing off the
walls but realized it was simply
bad music from a small radio.
A large scary-looking man
wielding a mop demanded to
know what we were doing in the
building.
We inquired as to whether he
was an apparition, to which he

’My melody’ sorts the
tricks from the treats
for hip-hop listeners
Trick or treat kiddies? Yes,
it’s Halloween, the day for
costumes,
candy
and
spooks. Well, because it falls on a
Tuesday this year, it’s also a hiphop holiday.
Hitting stores today are two
albums that promise to be two of
the year’s biggest sellers from
two of the biggest names in hiphop: Jay-Z and Outkast.
I’ll start with the man who
calls himselfJigga.
Jay-Z lost me after releasing
that musical slab of garbage he
titled "Vol 1: In My Lifetime."
Since then, I’ve been waiting
for Jity-Z to redeem himself’
"Vol. 2: Hard Knock Life" didn’t
do it. "Vol. 3: The Life and Times
of S. Carter" was OK but left a lot
of room for improvement.
The only thing that kept me
listening was Jigga’s work with
DJ Premier because, as I’ve said
in the past, Primo can make even
lame rappers (see: The Lox, Lady
of Rage and the new Nas) sound
nice.
Now he’s back with "Dynasty:
Roc La Familia 2000" and unfortunately Primo is not along for
the ride. and Jigga still doesn’t
satisfy.
Like all of his albums,
"Dynasty" has a few good tracks
("Streets Is Talking," "Squeeze 1
st" and "1 -900-Hustler") but overall this album just doesn’t cut it.
Unlike
his
"Reasonable
Doubt" days, Jigga relies heavily
on the club-hit formula and it’s
getting old.
As is evident by the album’s
first single, "I Just Wanna Love
U," which uses the same formula
we heard on Mystikal’s "Shake
That Ass."
The thing that hurts this
album is the appearances of
Memphis Bleek.
As much as Jay wants his protege to shine, /Meek is horrible.
He ruins "You, Me, Him and
Her," which would be an all right
song, if not for Bleek’s offbeat,
annoying yells and ramblings.
Not to say the album doesn’t
have some bright spots.
One of my favorite tracks is
the album’s introduction.
It’s one of those tracks you can
close your eyes and just nod your
head to.
Onto to the Atlanta-based duo
of Outkast.
Never ones to sound repetitive, Big Boi and Andre (I believe
he’s calling himself Andre 3000
on this one) return with "Stankonia," their fourth release.
Since they hit the scene in the
early ’90s, Outkast’s style has
been tinkering on experimental,
and this latest release promises
to certify them as groundbreakere in the realm of hip-hop.
Look at "B.O.B," which is
almost a drum and bass song
with a gospel choir and emcees,
or "Xplosion," which takes drums
and keyboards somewhere I’ve
never heard in a hip-hop song.
But it’s not all experimental,
Dre and Big Boi are still cooking
up that Atlanta -spiced, pimpinfluenced flavor.
Look no further than the current single "Mrs. Jackson" or "So
Fresh, So Clean," and you’ll see
that Outkast is still the same as
it was during the "Player’s Ball"days.

ahd-
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After walking for about a
minute, we came to a dead end.
Loolcing to our right, we noticed
stairs heading up to a cooler
pathway.
Marching 17 steps up a concrete stairway, we began to hear a
thumping noise.
We headed slowly toward the
roar, our hearts beating faster
and sicin breaking out in goose
flesh.
An eerie green glow began to
be noticeable near the end of the
tunnel.
We reached a fenced and lined
up shoulder to shoulder before we
each leaned in and peered at
what lay behind the barrier...
What we saw has been burned
into our memories and shall
affect us in every aspect of our
lives from that day forth.
Never again will we be able to
walk the strangely silent w
ways of SJSU’s campus at nig...
without glancing over our shoulders.

Open throughout the month

rant in downtown San Jose,
this brick building houses the
marriage with sketches like newest theater in town with
"The Baby Song," in which style and class.
The ambiance inside is that
new parents find they can no
longer carry on adult conver- of a cozy-yet-chic nightclub
sations with their friends where, in between trips to the
full and luxurious bar, patrons
after adjusting to babytalk.
While this production can enjoy an entertaining
pokes fun at the difficulties of show rather than joining a
male-female relationships, sweaty dance floor.
While ticket prices may
there are a few serious numbers in which the characters have college students reaching
to protect their wallets,
involved are overjoyed about
having that other person in they must consider that after
dinner, a movie, popcorn and
their lives.
Although the script is fabu- goodies they have probably
lous, the cast members have spent more than $50.
Ticket prices range from
much to do with the success of
$20 to $30 depending on the
the on-stage performance.
The amazingly versatile day and time of the show.
cast is made up of only four Showtime is 8 p.m. Wednesactors: Mark Hefti, Travis day through Saturday and 2
Poelle, Megan Ross and Erica p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Sunday.
Tickets can be purchased
Wyman.
Opening night appeared through the box office at (408)
successful with standing ova- 283-0200 or through (888)
or
at
tions§ by the audience, inces- 828-ARTS,
sant schmoozing at the bar www.TOSPS.com.
next
located
The theater is
within the theater and one
audience member even com- to The Old Spaghetti Factory
at
29 North San Pedro St. on
plaining that her cheeks were
sore from laughing and smil- top of and behind Peggy Sue’s.
Patrons can park in the city
ing so much.
A self-proclaimed, "elegant parking structure across the
and edgy venue," the Theatre street from the Theatre on
on San Pedro Square, experi- San Pedro Square, which is
free of charge on weekdays
ence lives up its assertion.
Located on top of a restau- after 6 p.m. and weekends.
continued from Page

Above, Megan Ross, on
the left, Mark Hefti. on the
right. and Erica Wyman performed Wednesday in the
play "I Love You, You’re
Perfect. Now Change.- The
play. making its debut in the
Bay Area. has been running
off-Broadway in New York
for the last four years.
Kohjiro Kinno Datil Staff
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Watch Out Now
As I mentioned before, a
rumor of Rakim hooking up with
Dr. Dre was circulating at a sickening rate.
Well, it’s now official.
The greatest MC of all time
and one of the best producers are
working on an album on Aftermath Entertainment. I’m salivating right now.
Also, watch out for another of
my favorite wordsmiths, Murs of
the Living Legends, who will be
hitting up the Cactus Club on
Nov. 11.
If you haven’t seen the Legends live, then you haven’t seen a
hip-hop show.
On that note, I’ll slide on out
of here.
Mike Osegueda is the Spartan
Daily Production Editor "My
Melody" appears on the first
and third 754esdays of each
month.

looked "psychedelic and freaky."
The rest of us waited outside.
After the lack of paranormal
activity was confirmed, we began
wandering, wondering where to
go next.
Suddenly, a hole in the ground
opened up before us. A dark stairway led down to unseen depths.
At 11:53 p.m., we sent
Michelle, who was wearing the
biggest shoes, down the stairway.
Once she had made it to the bottom, she shouted for us to follow
her down.
In the dim light underground,
Mister Funny Man, i.e. Marcus,
pretended that he was going to
pull on a lever labeled "Sump
Pump."
Warm, steamy air surrounded
us and we quickly removed our
jackets.
The stench of a rotting flesh,
perhaps a dead rat, assailed our
noses.
Water was flowing past our
feet.

PLAY:

It’s consistency that makes
"Stankonia" a winner.
_ _It’s not perfect front to back,
but it’s an enjoyable listen for
sure.
So fitting with the Halloween
theme, Outkast’s release proves
to be the treat and Jay-Z, well,
once again, has proven to be a
trick.
The Good, the Bad & the Jiggy
You thought The Roots were
gone? Not quite.
Frontman Black Thought is
back with a new single, "Hardware," off his solo album "Masterpiece Theatre."
Look for production from Jay
Dee, Scott Storch, DJ Krush.
You might just see Pete Rock
and Hi-Tek helping Black
Thought out.
Also new on store shelves is
Roots-affiliate Dice Raw’s solo
project, "Reclaiming the Dead."
With production from The
Heat, Storch and help from The
Roots, Dice comes correct and
true to family form.
Don’t expect Dice to stray
from the formula that led the
Philly-based crew to the top.
Cuts such as "Thin Line
(Between Raw and Jiggy),"
"Retreat to This" and "Brain
Softener" are evidence of that.
If you need a little Roots faceto-face, the Okayplayer Tour
with The Roots, Guru, Talib
Kweli and Slum Village is hitting San Francisco’s Maritime
Hall on Friday and Sunday.
Also worth checking out is the
long-awaited Afu-Ra solo album,
"Body of the Life Force."
With help from Premier,
M.O.P., GZA and Cocoa Brovas,
Afu shows this album was worth
the wait.

answered "No." He was just the
janitor.
So we asked him if he’d ever
seen or heard anything unusual
in the five years he’d been working there, to which he answered,
"Yes."
While he had never seen
ghosts, he said that of all the
buildings he’d worked in on campus, "This is the scary one."
He mentioned that when he
plays classical music while working, rats come out of their hiding
places to play.
He kicked us out at 11:38 p.m.
Marcus, who had magically
reappeared, joined Monica,
Christina and Michelle, who
decided to roam the Central
Classrooms building.
Thirsty from frolicking around
the campus after we had let him
loose, Marcus took drinks from
each drinking fountain in the
building.
Christina claimed there were
orange lockers upstairs that

ASSISTANT SITE SUPERVISORS

Qualified Teachers
Starting at
$11.50

K
-----

SITE SUPERVISORS

Great Locatiops Throughout the South Bay!
CDI/CDC Is an Equal Opportunitt Employer. lie offer Full Time ct Par! Time
employees competitive wages and excellent benefitA including:
Medical, Dental, Life Insurance, PAID Vacation/Sick/Floliday/Trainings
Long Term Disability, Child Care Discount, 401K and MUCH MORE!

ASK ABOUT OUR HIRING BONUS!

s

TEST

008)985.7578 Preparation
Sert ices
X 1225
(800)426-2769

CALL NOW!
408-371-9900 or our 24hr. Job Hotline: 1-888-9-CDICDC
Send resumes to:
FAX: (408)371-7685 or e-mail: jobs(a edicdc.org

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY’

FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
SALES / CUSTOMER SERVICE
Immediate openings available.
Flexibility around your schedule
is possible. Must have strong
computer skills and an excellent
telephone personality. Apply at
Almaden Valley Athletic Club,
5400 Camden Ave. SJ, 95124.
Please Call (408) 445-4917.
GERONTOLOGY PROGRAM
Experienced office assistant.
12 hours/week, flexible. $13/hr.
Apply: SJSU - HR. Bldg. BB
SRN#CB00-124.
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
Chevron. Need to fill position
immediately, part-time. Apply in
147 E. Santa Clara
call fella at 295-3964.
glirat
SECURITY
Burns International Security
Services currently has:
PART-TIME OPPTYS
(San carlos - SJ Area)
FULL-TIME OPPTYS
(All shifts, Silicon Valley)
All wages DOE. Excellent benefits. Apply in person at: 591 W.
Hamilton #140, Campbell, CA
95008; Phone: (408) 341-3750;
Fax: (408) 341-3710; email:
Ilindleyabumsintl.com, or apply
24 hours/day: (888) 593-4473.
BURNS INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY SERVICES
INFORMATION CENTER is
accepting
applications
for
employment. Must be available
either mornings or afternoons.
Work Study-Only. Contact the
Student Union Director’s Office
9am-5pm; 924-6310.
GRAPHIC DESIGNER position
available, 20 hours per week.
Need experience in design, production. & photography. Must
be familiar with Illustrator, Quark
& Photoshop. Must be enrolled
in the SJSU School of An. Please
contact the Student Union
Admin. Office or call 924-6310.
DATA ENTRY Part or Full Time
Call Jennifer et 650-237-8462.
Located in Mt. View. Flexible
Hours. Computer Literate
RESTAURANT / Special Events
Fun Work & Flexible Schedule
Wait Staff
Culinary Staff
Bar Staff
The Party Staff - 408-292-1155
MODELS / EVENT STAFF
Trade shows. events and promotions Bilingual desirable.
(408) 280-0435
RECEPT/TECH SJ VET HOSP.
PT or FT Call 008) 246-1470 or
Fax (408) 246-1831
BRIGHT STUDENT NEEDED
for part-eme accounting work
ASAP Tuesdays & Thursdays.
3 to 5pm 408-261-1323.
TECHNICAL
SUPERIOR
Exciting
RESOURCES
Oppolunity for currently enrolled
or
graduates
of a
students
Technical Writing Certification
Program One of our large
hi -tech manufacturing clients is
offering the opportunity for qualified candidates to gain experience in the exciting and rewarding field of technical writing.
Requirements Knowledge of
FrameMaker. Technical Writing
Certificate Pay Rate $30 to S41
per hour DOE Please forward
all resumes to 408.570-0747 or
str.sanjose supenor-sdc com
LAW OFF10E NEEDS
PART-TIME HELP
iligence is much more
You
im
t than your experience
idea
r students 15-20 hours
per week Flexible hours during
finals & breaks Scheduling
changes to fit new semester
Call 408-292-5400 or apply 1830
The Aiameda. San Jose, M -F. 8-4
AMERICAN BILLIARDS in
San Jose. $12-$15 per hour
Very flexible hours Weekdays
and weekend help needed Ask
for Mickey at 408-265-2215
GANG PREVENTION after school
at -risk girls program coord
PT. 8 25 hours/wk AA/E0E
Call 408-287-4170 ext 251 or
fax resume 408-287-8025. Ann:
W Smith
WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
BE AN EGG DONOR
Family Fertility Center
is seeking bright. responsible.
non-smoking women ages 21.30
with good medical history
Generous compensation
1-800-939-6886
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
Up to $600’month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Um Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900, MF, 8-4 30
Carotin advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
information.
additionm
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merc hand I se.
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WORK STUDY JOBSIRI
Alliance for Community Care, a
leading non-profit provider of
mental health services in Santa
Clara County, is currently hinng
for various positions in the area
of Social Services. If you have a
desire to help others achieve
their fullest potential & you have
Federal Work Study Authonzation
through the Financial Aide Office,
Apply NOW!
Mental Health Aides
Office Assistants
IT Assistants
Public Relations Assistant
San Jose. Sunnyvale &
Palo Alto Locations!
-Must have Federal Work
Study Authorization through the
Financial Aide Office prior to
interviewingCall Nancy: 408-254-6820 x211
EOE
ACUFACTS SECURITY Great for Students!
Apply Online!
F/T & P/T.
Top Pay
Some Study Posts!
Call Josie at 408-286-5880.
www.acufacts.com

GREAT JOB, fast moving, FUN!
Customer Service positions
available to fit your schedule at
our beautiful, boutique style
hotel with 235 elegant guest
rooms. Just ten mins north of
SJSU. Please call The Beverly
For Part -Time and
Heritage Hotel, 408/943-9080
Full -Time Positions, call or FAX your resume to Eduardo
HALLMARK PERSONNEL Alcocer.
Human Resource
Fast placement, no fees
Director, 408/570-5477. Front
Office jobs in local companies Desk Agents start at $9.25 plus
Students/grads/career change bonus. Bellperson/Drivers start
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire at $6.75 plus tips. Good DMV
Santa Clara to San Mateo
required. Pre -employment drug
Phone: (650) 325-1133
test required. E.O.E
Fax: (650) 325-3639
www.hallmarkpersonnel com DRIVING INSTRUCTOR - We
are looking for students to teach
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
Valet parking attendants needed. driving full/part time Will train.
Local valet company in search Must be 21 $11.00/hr to start.
of enthusiastic and hardworking RECEPTIONIST, part time mornindividuals to work daytime and ings. weekends. Call 363-4182.
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays &
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
weekends available. We will
work around school schedule. HOPE Rehabilitation Services
a non-profit agency which offers
&
earn
$8
$15/hr.
Lots of fun
a variety of quality services for
Call (408) 867-7275.
individuals who have developmental disabilities, has P/T &
WACKENHUT
The Wackenhut Corporation, an F/T employment opportunities.
It you are interested in living
international leader in the contract security industry, is cur- with a developmentally disabled
rently interviewing applicants individual in exchange for rent:
or assisting someone during the
for the following positions:
week with daily living skills such
’Account Managers
as grocery shopping ($10/hr)
*Armed/Unarmed Security
call Debbie at 408/282-0493.
Officers Emergency
If you would like information
Medical Technicians $12.87
about the FT, benelitted posi(Military/Criminal Justice
Background - $500 to $1000 tions of job coach and instructor
(day activity or work activity)
Hiring Bonus)
All applicants must be a high or PT substitute positions in
school graduate or have a GED. various programs ($9/hr) call
Valerie in HR at 408/748-2890.
Guard Card a Plus.
We have flexibility to work
Excellent pays. starting range
around a student schedule for
$11.00 - $17.00.
Full benefits on FT positions. the PT work & are located close
Apply in person or fax resume to: to SJSU. FT positions come
The Wackenhut Corporation with excellent benefits. This is a
good opportunity to get practical
1654 Centre Pointe Dr.
experience in the field & work
Milpitas, CA 95035
with a great group of clients &
(408) 263-8213
staff. All majors welcome.
Fax (408) 263-8216
Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/DN caveat

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR teach
teens & adults. Company car &
training provided. No expenence
necessary. Over 18. HS grad.
Work when you want. Pay
negotiable 408-971-0244.

RETAIL SALES,
SHIFT SUPERVISORS
& ASSISTANT MANAGERS
Renowned coffee roaster has
openings for retail sales people
shift supervisors and assistant
managers. We offer: competitive
pay, bonuses and discounts;
medical/dental (including prescription, vision & chiropractic);
domestic partner coverage:
commuter checks; 401(k) with
15% match: and a flexible work
schedule. Apply at 1330 El
Paseo or 1140 Lincoln Avenue,
Suite C in San Jose or 798-1
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos.
We encourage applications
from people of all ages, races &
ethnic backgrounds. For more
information. please visit our
website: www.peets.com, or
email: jobs a peets.com.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, SJ
PEET’S COFFEE & TEA
area. Clerical, Technical, Full
Time. Call Minh 408-942-8866 or
NURSE:
GREAT P/T or F/T Opportunity email resumesahrproomline.corn
CNAS up to $15, LVNS up to $26,
RN’s up to $35. Bonus & Benefits CROCODILE CAFE - hiring for
Servers, Bussers. Runners
408-283-9144 for
Hosts & Bartenders.
Immediate Interview
Applications accepted between
www.powerpersonnel.com
2pm-4pm. Valley Fair Mall
OFFICE ASSISTANT
Small office. phones, light VALET PARKERS - Part-time.
computer. reservations. good evenings & weekends in Los
phone skills, flexible hours Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
(408) 292-7876
customer service skills. Must be
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL able to drive a 5 speed and
help needed for small exclusive have a valid CDL Immediate
shop and kennel PT. Tues-Sat. opening & flexible schedules
Must be reliable. honest, able to available. Earn $7-$8/hr. + tips.
do physical work. Prefer exp Please call 408-364-0240.
working w/ dogs, but will train Golden Gate Valet
Great oppty for dog lover Can
SECURITY
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Flexible WorkSchedule
Call 371-9115.
We train Student Fnendly sites
IMMEDIATE OPENING! SJ area, ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
406-247-4827
startup-garage Full time office
related work Call 408-227-5376
EMBRACE YOUR FUTURE
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
32 year old investment firm
Part-time work available with
seeking marketing representaflexible hours (5-30 hours/week) tives for our call center located
1 block from SJSU. Position
Internships possible
All majors may apply
does not require experience.
Qualificatons:
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Superior communication skills
Start at 15.00 BASE - appt
Desire to leam &
excel in business
Earn $75 - $450 per week
*Extremely reliable
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sales
Aggressive & Competitive
Seeking high unlimited income
No experience necessary
Starting income potential of
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
$25.$50 per hour Full & Part
Academic Advisory Board
time shifts available For
telephone interview please call
CALL 615-1500 Ilam 4pm
408-295-4810
www.worldorstudents.com/sisu*
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time. Flexible hours
Great for Students’
Serving Downtown San Jose
Inner Cirv Express
22 W Saint John St San Jose

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business Perfect
for students Earn $250 Every
weekend Must have reliable
truck or van Heavy lifting is
required 408-292-7876.

RECEPTIONIST
for upscale Saratoga Spa
Heavy phones. scheduling. some
retail. Exceptional customer service skills required Competitive
pay. benefits and 50. spa
discount. Flexible schedule
PT/FT. Also hiring tor licensed
Manicurist and Esthetician
Harmonie European Day Spa
Fax 408-741-4901
Sara 408-868-0149
we.v eharmonie com

WOMEN Of All Races Needed
BE AN EGG DONOR! $4000
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center
is seeking bright. responsible.
non-smoking women ages 2130 with good medical history
1-800-734-2015 or
www SFfertlity com

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies

THERAPIST TUTOR to work PT
afternoons w/ developmentally
delalyed children in their homes.
BA pireTd, but not required in
Child Dev., Psych., or Special Ed.
Recommend experience with
children. Must have reliable
trans. 40-60 hrs. paid training,
$11417 thereafter. Ph: (408)
280-1112. Fax:1408) 280-1113.
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to wont
w/ children w/ autism. competitive pay, flex hrs. Psy, Ed, OT,
Sp Ed, Child Dev & related fields.
Anjlee 408-945.2336, mention ad.

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant,
Toddler, and Preschool Teachers
and Aides. F/T & P/T posdtions
available. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions
but not required for Aide positions. Excellent oppportunity for
Child Development majors.
Please call Cathy for interview
at 244-1968 or fax resume to
248-7350.
*TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS.
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
Degree/Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for teaching exp.
Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170
ext 408 EOE/AAE
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
AND
LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY!
Immediate perm/temp positions
as Teachers or Assistants at
ECE & After School Programs,
(408) 287-3222
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for daycare staff
person, part-time 2:30-6:30pm.
working with elementary aged
children. 408-723-5140

SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
BABYSITTER NEEDED, one Preschool and School Age
day per week, 10am-3pm. plus Teachers and Aides. PT & FT
occasional eves 408-323-1630 with excellent benefits Flexible
& fun environment! Please call
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT Tina 0 370-1877 x 29.
Local Agency - $14-$18/hour.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Best jobs for top applicants!
STANFORD PARK NANNIES Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
Saratoga School
$9.53-13.53Thr.
408-395-3043
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
www.spnannies.com
& application. Immediate Need
TOWN & COUNTRY Resources
TEACHERS
is a nanny placement agency
looking for students who want to COICDC offers FT, PT & split
shifts
with flexible hours.
be a nanny We have many
types of positions available Positions available working with
Part-time or full-time afternoon children in accredited. child
positions, $15-$20/hour. .2-3 development program with
het days per week. 5300-$500/ an excellent environment.
week Full-time positions off Qualifications: 6-12 uits in Child
by 5 pm. Up to $3500/month. Dev/ECE (related units accepted).
South Bay, Peninsula, & East experience is welcome. Benefits
Bay NO FEE TO REGISTER!’ for FT & PT including: Med/Den,
Call Town & Country Resources paid training. vacabon. sick time,
408-558-9900 www tandcr com childcare discount, employee
referral program and through
September CDUCDC is offering a HIRING BONUS for fully
qualified teachers! $10 50$15.50/hr. salary range depends
on experience & education
EOE Call (408) 371-9900 or
BEHAVIORAL TUTOR
Free Professional Training! our 24 hour job hotline at
Enthusiastic student needed to 1-888-9-CDICDC.
work with 2 year old language
DAYCARE TEACHERS
delayed little boy. Academic
credit may be available Flexible K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals
for extended dayhours. located in Willow Glen
Starting salary $12/hr Please care. Pa in the afternoon No
ECE
units
required Previous
contact Tara
266-6304
experience with children preterred
Please
call 244-1968 x 16
EXP TUTORS needed for Jr Hi
& HS. AP & Honors geometry,
TEACHERS
EARLY
CHILDHOOD
math. Spanish, etc. Mon thru Fn.
3pm-8pm. $1.000/mo in cash. At Bright Horizons. we are seekCall Ms. Scott (408) 255-5247. ing talented and caring child
care professionals to join our
STUDENTS NEEDED to work growing network of Family
with our three and a half year Centers. FT opportunities with
old autistic child We have an Infants, Preschool. School -age
intensive home program based & Subs We offer competitive
on applied behavior analysis salanes and excellent benefit
and the skillful use of positive package which includes tuition
reinforcement
Professional reimbursement. Join us in workTraining will be provided. Ing with tomorrow’s leaders at
Academic credit may be avail- our state of the art facilities
able. Flex hours. Mornings. where children as well as
Afternoons, Eves or Weekends careers nourish Call Toll Free
877-336-3596
(approx 10 hours per week)
www brighthorizons com
Located in San Jose. close to
Evergreen Community College
Please call Manju 408-270-4219. FUN, HANDS-ON after-school
Science Program Looking for
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem, or Instructors PT. flexible hours
HS subiects Eam $15-$20/hr Mad Science - 008) 262-5437
Jack or Joan (408) 227-6685

TEACHERS, AIDES, SUBS
RECREATION LEADERS
Hiring Bonus Offered!
Enjoy working with kids? Join
the team at Small World
Schools
and
get
great
experience WORKING WITH
CHILDREN AGES 5-12 in our
before & after school rec program.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competitive pay, benefits
for 30+ hrs, excellent training,
and a fun work environment.
Hours flexible around school.
Call (408)283-9200, Ext. 21, or
Fax (408) 283-9201. NOW
OFFERING A HIRING BONUS!
Need some units in ECE. or
Rec (art, music, dance). Phys.
Ed , Human Services. Social
Welfare (nursing psychology.
sociology, home economics)
Elem Ed, Rec, Psych. Soc.
Phys Ed, Nursing, etc.

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc,
SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring
warm, caring teachers for yearround swimming lessons in our
brand-new. state-ot-the-art indoor
facility. Experience a plus. No
experience? We will train you.
Choose your hours - as few as 4
or as many as 40 hours/week.
Morning, afternoon, evening &
Saturday positions available.
Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic
Club, 5400 Camden Ave., SJ (408) 445-4913.
SOUTHWEST YMCA Outreach
Department is hiring Youth
Group Leaders & Program Site
Supervisors. PT & FT with
excellent benefits. Flexible & fun
environment! Please call Missy
at (408) 370-1877 ext. 14.
CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation
Leader, $11.37 hour starting.
Rewarding job for someone
who enjoys working with youth.
Here’s your opportunity to make
a difference in a child’s life.
Seeking candidates w/leadership, organization and problem
solving skills to implement exciting after school programs.
Hours are M-F afternoons and
Sat. mornings. Candidates must
have a high school diploma or
equiv. & pass a background
check before starting their
work assignment. For more
information contact the Hinng
Unit at 979-7826 or download
at
www.ci.san-jose.ca . us/
hum res/jobs/rl.htm.

PHN: 408-924-3277

LIFEGUARDS & SWIM
Instructors Needed
We will train
Call YMCA 0 370-187708

ANNOUNCEMENTS
YOUR PERSONALfTY
determines your happiness
Know why? Call 1-800-293-6463
tor your free personality test

RECREATION LEADERS
Hiring Bonus Offered!
Enjoy working with kids’) Join
the team at Small World
Schools
and
get
great
experience WORKING WITH
CHILDREN AGES 5-12 in our
before & after school rec prograrn
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competitive pay, benefits
for 30. hrs, excellent training,
and a fun work environment.
Hours flexible around school
Call (408)283-9200, Ext. 21, or
Fax (408) 283-9201. NOW
OFFERING A HIRING BONUS!
Need some units in ECE, or
Rec. (art, music. dance). Phys
Ed., Human Services, Social
Welfare (nursing psychology.
sociology, home economics)
Elam Ed, Rec. Psych, Soc,
Phys Ed. Nursing, etc

INCA GARDENS
15% DISCOUNT WIVrISJSU ID!
Eat at Inca Gardens Peruvian
Restaurant. Delicious food.
inexpensive. some vegetarian
dishes! Near SJSU. 87 E. San
Fernando St. (near 3rd) 977-0816.
incagardens0 hotmail.com
Faculty are also welcome!
Takeout, Party Trays.
Banquet Facilities available!
Hours: Mon. 11:30-3pm;
Tues.-Fri 11:30-3 & 5-9pm.
Sat 1-9pm, Sun. 1-8pm

FOR SALE

WORD PROCESSING

New Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
60. For ink,
year Save 30.
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www studentdental com or
www goldenwestdental com

QUEEN BED, COMFORTER,
Headboard, 2 Night Tables
$300 o.b.o. 408-323-1630.

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Theses, Term Papers.
Resumes. Group Projects, etc
OLHAUSEN POOL TABLE, 1 All formats, specializing in APA
inch slate. 4 cues w/rake, score
Micrornini tape transcnption
board, pool balls, snooker balls. Fax. Experienced, dependable
$1000 o.b.o. 408-323-1631.
quick return.Call Linda
408-264-4504.

FOR SALE
Electronics

INSURANCE

HAVE COMPUTER? WORK
ONUNEI Earn $500 to $7000 a
mo. PT/FT. English Bilin9ual
also needed. Full Training.
408-882-5007
www.tiveldeyoulove.com

BEST RATES
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D U.I.
S.R. filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
8am - 8pm Mon - Sat
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

HEALTH/BEAUTY

SERVICES

I MAC - 1 YR OLD
$600 o.b.o.
Jen: 406-0760.

BUSINESS OPPS

CONFIDENTIAL
www.sjspiritorg
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
Spiritual Education &
program for Women includes
Counseling tor Young Adults.
pregnancy testing. HIV and
STD testing. EMERGENCY
ADDR.COM
CONTRACEPTION, birth control Leading Web Hosting and Web
pills. Depo-Provera shots, new
Design Company
technology pap smear testing.
Immediate Account Activation
physical exams, condoms, etc.
Packages start at $7.95/mo.
Available 7 days a week by
Sales@addr com
appointment Ask for Dr Nunez
408-942-0980
HEAD GUARD, F/T 30+ hours,
510-797-6560
needed to lead aquatic staff of
www.nunezmd.com
20 Duties include teaching lifeWANTED 29 PEOPLE
guard classes, scheduling. &
to get $SPAIDS$ to lose up
supervision Experience as a
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days
lifeguard is required. Near
Natural Guaranteed
SJSU. Please call Central YMCA Looking For A Place To Live?
Call (408)793-5256
at 298-1717 x 34 for more ant.
wwwhousing101.net
Your move off campus’
YMCA
Directors, Assistant Directors,
Teachers, & Aides
Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of
Santa Clara Valley is hiring
Center Directors. Assistant
Directors, Teachers. Aides. and
Elementary After-School Recreation Leaders for our Preschool
& Child Care Centers
San Jose. Cupertinc,mraZat
Clara. Los Gatos. Saratoga.
Campbell. Evergreen. Milprtas &
ACROSS
Berrvessa Full & Part-Time posi
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
I Sleep in a tent
bons available - hours flexible
5 Intoxicating
around school. Fun staff teams.
10 Pairs
great experience in working with
BM= MOW UOMMM
14 Sandwich
children. career advancement,
MOMMM OMM WROMO
cookie
excellent FT/PT benefits and
OMMOMMEIMU MECUM
training opportunities Teachers
15 Ice house
MUM
BOOM NUMMI
require minimum 6 units
ECE.
16 Spellbound
17 Talk imperlectly
Educ. Rec. Psych. Soc. Phys
MUD
MEMO
Ed &or other related fields For
18 In good spirits
MMOUOM MOO
more information 8 locations,
19 Theaters
MOMOMM
EIMMMOOM
YMCA Job Hotline 4C6-869-1010
20 Showy flower
000
OMIIM
MOOD
Fax your resume to 408-351-6477
22 Heaping
MOMOUUM MMOUOM
Email. YMCAlobkt scvymca.org
24 Very old abbr
IMMO DMMMOO
www sanjoseymca.org
25 Pt of NBA
26 Soft leather
UMUO0
MUM
UFEGUARD & Swim Instructors
30 Wrapping paper
OMMOU MOMO
OMO
Fun Environment Full-time 8
35 Gardner of films
IMMO
MOMOMMOMM
Part-time Flexible hours No
36 Timetable info
ORM@
MOGI
MEM
experience necessary Close to
37 Type of eclipse
SJSU No experience necesMIAMMEI ORO GOMM
38 Some stories
sary Will train Call Central
' 1999 United Feature Syndicate
41 Assumption
YMCA (408) 298-1717)(34
43 Foe
4 Deciduous tree
34 Poker pair
44 Triumphant
NOW HIRING FLEYJBLE HRS
5 Seized a vehicle 39 Ostrich’s kin
45 Farm home
(20-40) Los Gatos Rec Dept
40 River deity
6 Alter 46 Play a guitar
Several Positions Avadable $8.
7 Everybody
41 Letter after
47 Eternal
StIthr Rec leader 354-8700 x234
upsilon
8 Ken and
50 - and proper
42 Fortifications
Barbie.
eg
53 In favor of
44 Money
9 Vacillates
54 - Khan
10 Walked
dispenser. for
58 Greece s sea
11 Dry riverbed
short
62 Aroma
12 Not closed
48 Before. in a
63 Less hazardous
13
Doe’s
mate
poem
66 Football field, for
49 Entered in a
21 Those holding
NATIONAL/AGENCY RATF-S CA11.408-924-3277
short
power
journal
67 Tang
23 Foot -leg
51 Dangers
1
68 Jeweler’s
52 Violinist Stem
connector
concern
numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
Santa
25
54 Heaps
69 Singer
desert wind
55 Correct text
Fitzgerald
26
Valleys
56 Short letter
70 Cook slowly
27 Happening
57 Got larger
71 Lasting
28
Raring
to
go
59 - Stanley
impressions?
29 "-- in the bagr
Gardner
72 Classroom item
31 Pina colada
60 Has the flu
ingredient
61 Sask ’s
32 Licorice -like
neighbor
DOWN
flavoring
I Frosty
64 Painter
33 Observes Yom
Angelico
2 Opera song
Kippur
3 Be coordinated
65 Sense organ

WANTED

RENTAL HOUSING

Daily
.CROSSW ORD

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors

S1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars Free information
Call 202-452-5901

5

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FoR
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters,

JUIQUIJUUUI[JUCIUUULQUILIZILIULIJZICILIDIZILIU
JCIUCIUJULILIULILIDJULIULIULILILICILILILILILIUCI
IJLF:la:lia:11:11:1Lia:laJDUJUIDUCIULILILY:IIJUJU
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Four
Three
One
Two
Day
Days
Days
Days
$11
3 lines
$5
$7
$9

Please check
one classification:

Nn
Five
Days
513

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY Discounts;
20 « consecutive issues receive 10. off
40 consecutive issues receive 20. off
50 consecutive issues receive 25. off
Local rates apply to Sante Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Addams
Cify

Slant

Zip Cade

Phone
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
MI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
Deadline
II All ads are prepaid II No refunds on canceled ads
III Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

Lust and Fuuiiir
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housin,:
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

MEM Mal WENN
ME= NMI= MEMO
MOM MUM MINIM
MENNEN
=MENNE
MEN MENU
MMENNEME
MENNE
MEN
MEE
MENNE
MENNE= MENEM
MENNE
MEN
MIN
MIME=
MENNE
MEIN MINN
MENEMM
MOWN=
MEIN =MEE MNEN
MINNE NNE= MENU
HENN ENE= MNEN
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University police says they report crimes aggressively

continued from Page I

S
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Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Pa.
Fellow student Joseph M. Henry, who entered the dorm
through security doors propped open by pizza boxes, was
convicted of her murder and sentenced to death.
The original law required campuses to compile annual
reports of campus crimes, but the rules were toughened
and each unreported crime now can draw a fine of
S25,000.
Junior Mauricio Madina, a business administration
major, said he didn’t checkout crime statistics before
attending SJSU.
"I had my heart set on coming here and hadn’t heard of

any major crimes," Madina said.
While the Department of Education forced all institutions of higher education that receive federal funds to
turn in crime figures, there is no national set of standards
for how crimes are compiled or even defined.
The problem could easily be taken cared of by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, by giving definitions of the
crimes that are to be reported, Laws said.
"California’s burglary law could be completely different
from another state’s," Laws said.
According to Laws, the department is aggressive when
reporting crimes that occur on and around campus and
posts accurate statistics.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.

BAND: Residents should report anyone misrepresenting band

!.4"?."

,ontinued from Page I
’

He added that the SJSU marching band and concert
bands are not touring this year and do not sell anything
door to door.
Scott Pierson, director of the marching band, said he
was unaware of any people soliciting donations because
he and the marching band were on a trip to Hawaii.
"We haven’t even been here for five days," Pierson
said.
Pierson said the marching band does not sell magazine subscriptions.
"We’ve never done fund-raisers," Pierson said.
"Nobody’s ever done anything like that before."
Harris said the majority of phone calls were from residents of Santa Clara.
"We’re really sorry about the confusion," Harris said.
"We want to make sure we’re forthright and not misleading the community. People need to be careful."
Pierson said the people claiming to be from one of
SJSIT’s bands might be trying to give the marching

,"

.
111

"

"We want to make sure
we’re forthright and not misleading the community. People need to be careful."
Ldvsard Harris,
director, school of music and dance
band a bad name.
"It could have been somebody who doesn’t like
band," Pierson said.
Hutchinson said it is important that residents know
these people are not affiliated with SJSU.
A statement issued by the communications and public affairs office instructed residents to report anyone
misrepresenting the university’s bands to the authorities.

S EDARIS: Taught at Art Institute of Chicago for two years
ate

l’uddles from Monday’s rain show
reflections of students walking to class
between the Market Cafe and Art
Building. A drizzle at around
p.m.

Daily .switf
followed a downpour earlier in the day.
Rain is expected again today with a
high temperature of 62 degrees and a
low of 52.

ontinued from Page I
Besides commentaries, Sedaris is
the author of best-selling books
-Barrel Fever." "Naked" and "Holiday
On Ice."
"Barrel Fever" is a collection of
short stories and essays, including a
suicide letter from a teen-age girl.
The letter reads, "Poor, chubby
Annette Kelper, who desperately
t ries to pretend that nobody notices
the fact that she’s balding-balding
iust like a man. It’s (her) fault I’m
(lead. The Bible says it’s all right to
cast the first stone if someone dead
is telling you to do it and I’m telling
you now ..."
"Naked" includes 17 autobiographical essays, such as his
encounter with a nudist colony, a
fruit-packing plant, his own childhood and more.

"Holiday On Ice" is a collection of
Christmas related stories.
His latest book of essays, -Me Talk
MAJOR AUTHOR SERIES
Pretty One Day," was published in
WITH DAVID SEDARIS
June of this year.
WHAT: Reading with National PubThe main theme of this book is the
inability of humans to communicate.
lic Radio humorist David Sedaris
In one essay called "Jesus
smisored by the Center for Literary
Shaves," Sedaris and his classmates
Arts.
from many nations try to explain the
\VIDA: 7:30 p.m. today
idea of Easter to a Moroccan MusWHERE.: Morris Dailey Auditorium
lim.
"It’s a party for the little boy of
AnsussioN: Free
God," one said.
"Then he be die one day on two ...
These have included "Stump the
morsels of ... lumber," another said
Host," "Stitches," "One Woman
Sedaris and his sister, Amy, have Shoe," which received an Obie Award
collaborated and written several and "Incident at Cobbler’s Knob."
plays under the name "The Talent
Sedaris has taught writing at the
Family."
Art Institute of Chicago for two
The plays have been pmduced at years, and his essays appear reguLa Mama and the Lincoln Center in larly in "The New Yorker" and
New York City.
"Esquire."

DAY
See, Hear and Touch MTV
Interactive Village
ft
<. Play guitar and drums like
.ro
Take a VIRTUAL tour of MTV
Remix songs
_. Visit and vote on MTV’s new show,
Direct Effect
Surround yourself with new music
and technology
Grab FREE STUFF
WIN tickets to the show and a chance
to meet Wyclef Jean
.
EVENT CENTER COURTYARD
Tuesday, November 7th Noon - 5pm

presents

NIGHT
LIVE CONCERT with WYCLEF JEAN and
special guests De La Soul and
Black Eyed Peas
Tuesday, November 7th
EVENT CENTER, Doors 7pm
$20 Students/$27.50 General Public
Tickets through San Jose State Event
Center Box Office 408-924-6333
Or through Tickets.com
Presented in association with Associated
Students of San Jose State University

De Ceig6ouL
BlackhincedPeas

FOR UPDATES
INATCH MTV ON AT&T Broadband

nne, A rin A unk
untomiiumm.,

Neutrogena.

/...(FOR M0171
INFORMATION
ON MTV CAMPUS
\\......
INVASION CHECK
OUT MTV COPy

1-800-COLLECT

La_

AT&T
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